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VOB is standing for Video object that is a container video format. A container video format used to
pack audio, video and other multimedia contents into a single file to ensure the best synchronized
format for audio and video streams along with the subtitles and other multimedia contents. VOB is a
featured format that can include the multiple files into a single format. The videos are necessarily
contained in container format because it is the only method to get quality results. This container
format is mostly used for the DVD videos. Videos that are included in VOB format are suitable and
supported on the DVD players. A DVD is a plastic made compact disk that can contain data in
digital format with huge file size. It is the best solution for the videos that are required to play at
different devices like DVD players. The portability feature makes it the most preferred media for
containing videos that are required to be spread around the world. The videos that are included in
the digital optical media are in high definition quality that provides customers with the best video
results. There are a numbers of the features that make this optical media preferable for publishers
to use for their movies and music albums. Publishers can also implement numbers of securities to
protect their proprietary rights and can limit the use of the unauthorized playback of the videos.

AVI is also a container format that was developed by the Microsoft Corporation and is now widely
used by the publishers to spread the videos in soft format. The videos that are in AVI format can be
played on multiple media players using a computer system; this format is widely recognized and
supported on the entire platform because it is one of the most flexible formats that are old. If you are
a windows operating system user, you can play the videos using your default media player
application known as Windows Media Player. This media player supports and plays the AVI format
inherently, you are not required to install any codec program or special dedicated multimedia app.

Being a Mac user, you may prefer to watch movies and video songs using your most favorite media
player application like IRIVER, this application also supports playback of the AVI format. Even if,
you want to play the videos on the Blackberry, you can easily play these videos. AVI is a complete
solution for playing videos on computer, portable devices and even on the hand held devices while,
videos that are in VOB format are not supported everywhere and specially when you have these
videos on the disks. You can only play these videos if and only if the devices are supporting the disk
play or include DVD ROMs. The most appropriate solution you will get for playing unsupported
videos on the multiple devices is to convert VOB to AVI format for the videos to play. VOB to AVI
convertor Mac, for the Mac users, is the best and most suitable solution for this purpose.
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